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Aug 21, 1981 

MEMO 

To: Ed Meese 

From: Anthony R, Dolan 

Re: Important Step 

i~ 
1, When the Hungarians iH were invaded, when Red China 

~ exploded its bomb, both Stevenson and Nixon bought air time 

to discuss these events~ 

2. We should start planning now-~ in case of Soviet armor 

in Poland -- for a nationwide broadcast. 

3. We must not preempt the president on this. ·, •• , '. however ',' 

it is will be a tremendous chance for us to bring up "the 

crisis pattern'' amixxkex~xi»x that is endemic to the 

Carter administrationis handling of foreign affairs. 

4. MexmHs:k: 'µiis could be thw way to turn around any negative 

xki perceptions of Governor Reagan on war issue"."- coming 

~ at from the leadership side ~7 Gox Reagan could show how a 

careful, well-planned foreign policy can avoid the crisis 

mentalit~inkmanship like that of Carters 1' last January 

when he was forced to make belicose threats, 

5, ABOVE ALL~ IT IS THE PERFECT PYSCHOLOGICAL MOMENT FOR 

US TO HIT THE ISSUE OF "INORDINATE FEAR OF COMMUNISM" AND 

THE DISASTERS THIS POLICY HAS CAUSED AROUND THE WORLD, 

G. we can~t blame Poland directly on Carter policies 

but we can show the American people that Carter has 

a wholly unrealistic view of the Soviet Empire. 

The average American sense this -- but if we remind him of 

inordinate fear of communism he will understand that the 

Carter administration's perception of the world is totally bankrupt. 
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